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ABSTRACT
This workshop will give participants the opportunity to learn how
to design their own live coding mini-languages and perform with
them. Participants will get familiar with Sema, our live coding
language design system, a user-friendly, web-based toolkit that
provides an accessible entry point to signal processing, machine
learning and machine listening. Participants will engage hands-on
with our system and learn how these techniques can be used in the
exciting domain of live coding musical performance. Additionally,
the workshop will include a reflection and group discussion about
participants’ experience with the system and techniques, new
features and improvements.

to create, inspect and change language specifications to generate
language parsers. Participants will also explore practical techniques
for performing with the live coding mini-languages they have
constructed or customised, including live coding with interactive
machine learning and pre-trained generative models.
Additionally, the workshop will include a group discussion about
participants’ experience learning and using our system. As a result
of this workshop, we believe participants will gain a better
understanding of what signal processing, machine learning
machine listening are in the context of live coding language design
and performance.

3. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in machine learning and machine listening show
great potential to support musical composition and performance.
Such emerging technologies may disrupt the paradigm for music
making by shifting it from instrumental to conversational and
collaborative. However, despite the formidable advances that are
continuously succeeding, machine learning and machine listening
represent complex computational techniques which can be difficult
to understand by non-computer science creative coders.
This workshop is part of the MIMIC research project, which
explores how machine learning and machine listening can be
designed in a user-friendly way and provide for live coding, rapid
prototyping and fast development cycles of musical applications.
We build upon recent user research in Web-based technologies for
creative audio processing and interactive machine learning [1],
deep and transfer learning [2], [3], and live coding language design
[4][5].

2. DESCRIPTION
This workshop will introduce the role that machine learning and
machine listening technologies can have in live coding
performance [6] through language design. Participants will get
familiar with our live coding language design environment and
language design techniques, preparing them to work in the creation
of their own live coding languages.
Participants will learn how to express sound and music concepts
using signal processing expressions. They will experiment with
selected machine learning models and machine listening JavaScript
classes and explore some of their direct benefits, including beat
detection, pattern detection and generation.
Participants will gain understanding about workflows in our system
that will allow then to develop their own live coding mini-language
using language design techniques. For instance, they will learn how
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4.2 Short abstract
This workshop will give participants the opportunity to learn how to design and perform with their own live coding mini-languages, based
on web audio technology. Participants will get familiar with our live coding language design environment and learn language design
techniques for signal processing, machine listening, and selected machine learning models. Users will engage hands-on with our user-friendly
and web-based toolkit Sema, which provides an accessible entry point to applying these techniques to the exciting domain of live coding
musical performance. The workshop will include group discussion on how participants experienced the system and the techniques, and
brainstorming session with suggestions for improvement and desired new features. The workshop is part of the MIMIC research project,
which explores how machine learning and machine listening can be designed in user-friendly way and provide for rapid prototyping and fast
development cycles of musical applications.
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